
Start as project member in march 2017.
Literature, working visits, interviews : resulted in first paper.  Wil be presented her.  
Ready for publishing. 
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Vb: VOM, circels, panel reparation programs, restorative trainings,….
Vb : roadcrashes but also minor offences like : driving without licence, insurance,… 
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personal opinion, few scientific research on this topic.
Famliar: we all are frequent users of traffic. All of us commited already some kind of 
RTO or at least we all are sometimes imprudent. 
Compare to other crimes : vb. Assault or rape or murder : is not familiar to us.  It’s 
more easy for us to identify with the fenomenon.
Unitentional : more chance for mutual understanding
Shared traumatisation : bodily injuries, 

Victims: 
- Financial
- Medical
- Rehabilitation
- Emotional
- Dead/ bereaved families

Offenders:
- Financial
- Medical
- Rehabilitation
- Criminal procedure/record
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Society:
- High rate of RTO’s
- Huge consequences : health costs, economic losses, mobility, road safety,… 
- Only punishment is not effective
- Call for prevention
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7 victims; 3 offenders
All participants in VOM, Belgium
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Preliminary : from the interviews, own experience,… 
Something :  simple act of empathy, an apology, 
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- Disencouraged by police, insurance, laywers
- Privacy rules
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Often combination of reasons

- Making the puzzel
- Additions to the police statement
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Tell your story, how you feel about it, the consequences, 
Feeling morally obliged
Feeling guilty (offender) 
Feeling the need to correct the image created by the crash
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Out of concern
Facilitating something
Showing empathy
Wanting to know how he/she deals with it , to have information
Confronting the other with his driving behaviour
Avoiding problems in future: vb. when parties are living in same neighbourhood
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Communication to the judicial system
Previous experiences
Deceased person should have approved of encouraged it. 
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Shapland 2011
Bolivar : 2017 
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Again : cobination of outcomes
Examples:
Proces : Getting the chance to expres emotions, becoming less bitter, having a 
changed imaged of the other
Product: getting answers, being able to confront, mediaton agreement, 
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Vb. in of complentary
All offences or specific offences
Diversionary or not
Methodology : most widespread is VOM
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Procedure continues
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Neutral offer
Whole country, but more elaborated in Flemish part
Mediation agreement : settlement of damage or reflection on the mediation process
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F2f : is more than in all types of offences : 20% 
Compared to all types of offences : 61,7%
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Founded in 1990 as a sister organisation of Victim Support: training 
programmes for (juvenile) offenders. Since 2006 : VOM 
Vb. Implementation policy in victim support : training of victim support workers and 
volunteers to talk about the other party. 
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14% when only included adult offenders (like in Belgium)
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Discretion of prosecutor or judge
Procedure is suspended temporarilly
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In
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38,6% traffic cases : only adult offenders. 6% for juvenile offenders. 
% increased: due to activity of laywers requesting for mediation.
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- Small and recent innovative practice!
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- RJ can make the differences for parties
- F2F: always more authentic, intense, real, 
- Community : most RJ practices focus on victim/offender, forget about the

community
- Volunteers: most RJ practices: only possible when a match : other possibilities
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Similar like victims of RTO are also often forgotten
Direct access: is in many practices not possible: 
Legal framework : Can make it possible/impossible to include RJ for RTO: vb. crash 
without offence
Supporters:  refer to multidisciplinary conferences in 2006 Belgium :  good breeding
ground, raising awareness among policymakers
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Inform through cooperation with other stakeholders : not the classic ones : like victim
support, lawyers, prosecutors,…

It’s not easy done!
See the example of The Netherlands
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